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Introduction

Welcome to UnImplicit: The Second Workshop on Understanding Implicit and Underspecified Lan-
guage. The focus of this workshop is on implicit and underspecified phenomena in language, which
pose serious challenges to standard natural language processing models as they often require incorpora-
ting greater context, using symbolic inference and common-sense reasoning, or more generally, going
beyond strictly lexical and compositional meaning constructs. This challenge spans all phases of the
NLP model’s life cycle: from collecting and annotating relevant data, through devising computational
methods for modeling such phenomena, to evaluating and designing proper evaluation metrics.
In this workshop, our goal is to bring together theoreticians and practitioners from the entire NLP cycle,
from annotation and benchmarking to modeling and applications, and to provide an umbrella for the
development, discussion and standardization of the study of understanding implicit and underspecified
language.
In total, we received 11 submissions (6 of which non-archival), out of which 10 were accepted and 1 was
withdrawn. All accepted submissions are presented as posters and two works are additionally presented
in an oral presentation. The workshop also includes three invited talks on topics related to implicit lan-
guage. The program committee consisted of 22 researchers, who we’d like to thank for providing helpful
and constructive reviews on the papers. We’d also like to thank all authors for their submissions and
interest in our workshop.

Valentina, Daniel and Talita
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Pre-trained Language Models’ Interpretation of Evaluativity Implicature:
Evidence from Gradable Adjectives Usage in Context

Yan Cong
yancong222@gmail.com

Abstract

By saying Maria is tall, a human speaker typi-
cally implies that Maria is evaluatively tall from
the speaker’s perspective. However, by using a
different construction Maria is taller than So-
phie, we cannot infer from Maria and Sophie’s
relative heights that Maria is evaluatively tall
because it is possible for Maria to be taller than
Sophie in a context in which they both count as
short. Can pre-trained language models (LMs)
“understand” evaulativity (EVAL) inference? To
what extent can they discern the EVAL salience
of different constructions in a conversation?
Will it help LMs’ implicitness performance if
we give LMs a persona such as chill, social,
and pragmatically skilled? Our study provides
an approach to probing LMs’ interpretation of
EVAL inference by incorporating insights from
experimental pragmatics and sociolinguistics.
We find that with the appropriate prompt, LMs
can succeed in some pragmatic level language
understanding tasks. Our study suggests that
socio-pragmatics methodology can shed light
on the challenging questions in NLP.

1 Introduction

This paper concerns pre-trained Language Mod-
els’ (LMs) interpretation of context-specific im-
plicit elements on the pragmatic level of language
understanding. Probing LMs’ competence in im-
plicitness is challenging due to the lack of surface
representation. In this paper, we attempt to tease
apart exactly what LMs “know” about pragmatics
through a case study of gradable adjectives such
as tall. We draw insights from experimental prag-
matics and sociolinguistics, and implement them
in probing two types of transformer LMs: the tradi-
tional auto-regressive GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020)
and the encoder-decoder model Macaw (Tafjord
and Clark, 2021). Our findings show that the ex-
tent to which LMs are sensitive to implicitness
depends on adjective properties (class, polarity,
construction), prompt setting (the speaker is prede-

fined as chill or nerdy), and transformers’ architec-
ture (decoder-transformer such as GPT-3, encoder-
decoder transformer like Macaw).

By uttering a positive construction (henceforth
POS) Alex is tall, conversational participants si-
multaneously extract two kinds of meaning: its
descriptive literal meaning about the state of the
world - Alex’s height is above a particular threshold
(Cresswell, 1976; von Stechow, 1984; Bierwisch,
1989); its socio-indexical meaning which implic-
itly reveals about the speakers themselves - Alex
is tall from the speaker’s perspective, namely the
speaker implies that Alex is evaluatively tall (Bier-
wisch, 1989; Rett, 2008a,b). By contrast, when
uttering an equative construction (henceforth EQ)
like Alex is as tall as Arthur, or a comparative con-
struction (henceforth COMP) such as Alex is taller
than Arthur, there is no such salient evaluative
reading because it’s likely that Alex is as tall as or
taller than Arthur in a context where (the speaker
thinks) they are both short. A construction is eval-
uative if and only if it contextually entails its POS

counterpart (Bierwisch, 1989; Brasoveanu and Rett,
2018). This is called the Bierwisch Test: by using
Alex is tall (POS), the speaker implies that Alex is
evaluatively tall; while by using Alex is as tall as
Arthur (EQ) or Alex is taller than Arthur (COMP),
the speaker is not implying that Alex is evaluatively
tall - hence the linguistic generalization: using POS

gives rise to evaluativity (henceforth EVAL) impli-
catures, whereas using EQ or COMP does not. We
make all code and test data available for additional
testing 1

EVAL is a central member of the class of context-
sensitive phenomena. It arises as a pragmatic in-
ference - a conversational implicature (Rett, 2015,
2019; Bumford and Rett, 2020). Our paper pro-
poses LMs examination schemes through a case
study on EVAL implicature. Our study is built up

1https://github.com/yancong222/
Unimplicit
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on Brasoveanu and Rett (2018), which adopts the
Bierwisch Test to test for the the presence of EVAL

inference in different gradable adjectives. Their
experimental pragmatics findings show a compre-
hensive picture about EVAL implicature (human
judgment data, N=95): humans think that EVAL

implicature is highly dependent on context which
is shaped by the speaker’s usage of adjective class
(relative, e.g. heavy, absolute, e.g. full), adjective
polarity (positive: tall, negative: its antonym short),
and construction (POS, EQ, COMP). Their experi-
ment result (Table2) showed that regarding adjec-
tive polarity, there is no clear difference in EVAL

between positive and negative adjectives within ei-
ther the relative or the absolute class. Regarding
construction, POS is clearly the most evaluative.
Regarding adjective class, the relative adjective
class is less evaluative than the absolute in POS,
but more evaluative than the absolute in EQ, and
exhibit the same EVAL as the absolute in COMP.
Our LMs investigation implemented Brasoveanu
and Rett (2018)’s dataset to examine the extent to
which LMs align with humans.

Throughout Brasoveanu and Rett (2018)’s
dataset, only one template prompt was used. Thus,
as a sanity check, we varied the prompt by adding
two distinct personality illustration to the input.
Another motivation of taking prompt design to
be an independent variable is that an utterance’s
socio-indexing meaning and its speaker’s personal-
ity traits are intertwined: it reveals about the speak-
ers’ demographic background and ideological ori-
entation (Labov, 2006; Silverstein, 2003; Eckert,
2008; Podesva, 2011). We designed the prompt
text based on speaker persona: a social construct
shown to be central to social meaning across vari-
ous domains of language (Eckert, 2008; Podesva,
2011). We argue that the construct of persona is
relevant to LMs examination because: i) it’s well-
known and readily available for perceiving social
identity in human interaction; ii) it’s been shown
to shape human language processing at different
levels (Niedzielski, 1999; Strand, 1999; Casasanto,
2008; Choe et al., 2019); iii) personae tend to be
indexed by a variety of (non-)linguistic signs, in-
cluding a mere textual description of the persona
at stake (D’onofrio, 2018), making them easy to
invoke in LMs experiment set up.

Specifically, our incorporation of persona in
the prompt design is inspired by Beltrama and
Schwarz (2021). They find that to compute the

standard of precision required to interpret numeral
expressions, human comprehenders reason about
the speaker’s social identity, particularly about the
persona they embody. An utterance produced by
a nerdy speaker is associated with higher standard
of precision, hence the tendency to interpreting
the literal meaning but not necessarily the socio-
indexing pragmatic implicit meaning, compared
to the same utterance in the same context uttered
by a chill speaker. Our experiments on LMs take
two opposite sets of characters: a persona interpret-
ing utterance with its literal meaning (Nerd), and
a persona embodying laid-backness and pragmatic
skillfulness (Chill). We framed these two persona
in the prompt text, and examined if this could help
LMs “understand” EVAL implicatures across vari-
ous adjectives. We found that the answer depends
on adjective properties and LMs’ types.

A lot of attention has been paid to increase LMs’
general transparency (Ettinger, 2020; Rogers et al.,
2020), among which studies on LMs’ interpretation
of implicitness mostly focus on scalar implicature
or presupposition (Schuster et al., 2020; Jeretic
et al., 2020; Pandia et al., 2021). To our knowledge,
no studies in this line have been done on gradable
adjectives’ EVAL implicature, although EVAL and
gradability are classic topics in context sensitivity.
This is probably because these phenomena are cog-
nitively too subtle to spot, hence hard to quantify
under a LMs framework.

Against this background, our goal is to examine
the extent to which pre-trained LMs can “under-
stand” implicit EVAL implicatures. We hypothe-
sized that if pre-trained LMs are cognitively plausi-
ble, their performance should align with the human
data in Brasoveanu and Rett (2018) and Beltrama
and Schwarz (2021), namely: i) there should be
no EVAL difference regarding adjective polarity, ii)
LMs should predict POS constructions to be the
most evaluative, iii) whether LMs consider the rel-
ative adjectives to be more or less evaluative than
the absolute adjectives depends on construction
type, iv) LMs should (at least) show a trend that the
chill-persona prompt helps LMs’ understanding of
implicatures, relative to the nerdy-persona prompt.

2 Experiments

We designed our tests in the form of completion
tasks, so as to test the pre-trained LMs in their
most natural setting, without interference from fine-
tuning. We presented all the tasks in a conversa-
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tion format involving agent(s), meaning LMs are
expected to interpret the utterance with some con-
versational level of language understanding. We fo-
cus on two distinct types of transformers (Table1):
Macaw (Tafjord and Clark, 2021), which is more
recent (built on top of T5 Raffel et al. (2020)), and
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020). We used the 32 grad-
able antonym pairs (16 relative adjectives and 16
absolute adjectives) in Brasoveanu and Rett (2018),
because it’s already quantitatively justified by hu-
man judgments. Each antonym pair was syntacti-
cally framed in 3 distinct types of constructions:
POS, EQ and COMP. This gave us 32 (adjectives) x
3 (constructions) = 96 strings of sequence.

Model nparams nlayers

Macaw-large (c.f. T5) 770M 24
GPT-3/InstructGPT 175B 96

Table 1: (pre-trained LMs) Model cards

Input representation We adapted Brasoveanu
and Rett (2018)’s conversational prompt template
involving multiple agents. LMs were presented
with deductions a Police Chief (agent1) makes
based on one-sentence utterance reports from his
Detective (agent2) - The Detective reported to the
Police Chief: “Maria is as short as Sophie.” What
can the Chief conclude from this?. LMs completed
the prompt with a fixed max-length of sequence
(max_tokens=100). We preset the penalty and the
presence coefficients as 0.6, which were reasonable
values if the aim is to just reduce repetitive sam-
ples (Brown et al., 2020). All the stimuli had the
same format, the only strings that changed were
the Detective’s quoted report (underlined), which
was replaced by different adjectival constructions.

In terms of prompt template, there were 3 vari-
ations: in addition to the Detective report, we
adopted the Nerd versus Chill persona idea pro-
posed and quantitatively justified by Beltrama
and Schwarz (2021) (N=240). Their human data
showed that Arthur, who is overwhelmingly seen
as embodying social qualities indicative of nerd, is
consistently associated with a geeky stereotype and
tend to be insensitive to pragmatic cues, whereas
Alex is ascribed attributes such as chill and a socia-
ble personality, and he is pragmatically savvy. LMs
were prompted with (1) Nerd persona: Arthur is
clever, smart, quiet, awkward, nerdy, shy and geeky.
What does he mean by saying “Maria is tall”? (2)

Chill persona: Alex is chill, laid-back, relaxed, easy,
cool, friendly, and outgoing. What doe he imply
by saying “Maria is tall”?. All the adjectives used
in the two persona prompts are from Beltrama and
Schwarz (2021)’s collection of human responses
to nerdy/chill stereotypes. All the stimuli had the
same format, the only strings that changed were the
speaker’s (Alex or Arthur) quoted statement (un-
derlined), which was replaced with various target
adjectival constructions. The prompt examples are
given in Table 3.

Measurement Inspired by the Bierwisch Test
(Bierwisch, 1989), we hypothesized that a con-
struction is evaluative if and only if it contextu-
ally entails its POS counterpart. We therefore used
GPT-3 similarity embedding model text-similarity-
babbage-001 to embed document as a single vector
(Brown et al., 2020). We deployed the model to
both LMs’ responses and the target utterance (the
testing adjectival construction’s POS counterpart).
We then calculated the cosine distance of the two
vectors. The similarity score is calculated only be-
tween LMs’ own response and the target utterance
(see Table 3 for examples).

Adopting Iter et al. (2018)’s semantic similarity
metrics, where larger amounts of concept overlap
between two text segments is interpreted as more
similar, we computed the cosine similarity as a
proxy to the measurement of the concept overlap
between LMs’ response and the target inference.
We took that to be how much implicit meaning LMs
can pick up in the conversation. For example, in the
Detective setting with EQ in the Detective’s quoted
report “Maria is as short as Sophie”, the target ut-
terance is its POS counterpart Maria is short. Sup-
pose LMs “understand” the EVAL implicature, LMs
should draw a POS evaluative inference from EQ.
This is reflected in the similarity: LMs’ response
is predicted to be similar to the target utterance if
LMs makes the appropriate pragmatic inference.

3 Results and Discussion

With respect to polarity (Fig.1), the results align
with human data. There is no statistically signifi-
cant difference in EVAL between positive and nega-
tive adjectives within either the relative adjective
class or the absolute adjective class. Regarding
constructions (Fig.2), consistent with humans, the
POS construction shows the highest similarity to the
target inference: POS is the most evaluative across
different LMs and adjective types. Regarding LMs
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in Fig.2, GPT-3 is more human-like than Macaw
regarding construction sensitivity. GPT-3’s output
shows that using POS implies EVAL, using EQ is
less likely to imply EVAL, and using COMP is the
least likely to imply EVAL. By contrast, Macaw’s
output response to different constructions is not
as stable: a lot of variance is found especially in
Macaw - Nerdy interpreting EQ and COMP. Rel-
ative to GPT-3, Macaw is more sensitive to input
instructions: with Chill personality, Macaw’s “en-
dorsement” of POS being evaluative gets signifi-
cantly improved; whereas given nerdy personality
(Macaw - Nerdy) or without any explicit identity,
just interpreting Detective’s report (Macaw - Detec-
tive), Macaw’s sensitivity to constructions is not as
salient. On the other hand, regardless of personality
setup, GPT-3 showed similar patterns to different
constructions.

With respect to adjective class: for POS (Fig.3
left), except for Macaw - Detective which consid-
ers relative adjectives to be slightly more evalua-
tive than the absolute, LMs’ output shows that the
relative adjective class is less evaluative than the
absolute adjective class. This effect is statistically
significant for Macaw - Nerdy. Surprisingly, for
both EQ (Fig.3 middle) and COMP (Fig.3 right),
LMs still output representations suggesting that the
relative adjectives are less evaluative than the abso-
lute adjectives, especially for Macaw in which sta-
tistical significance was found. An exception was
found in GPT - Detective in COMP, which judges
relative as more evaluative than the absolute. GPT-
3 did not seem to outperform Macaw, although
t-test showed that GPT-3 did not significantly in-
terpret absolute adjectives to be more evaluative
than relative adjectives. In almost all of the cases,
LMs indiscriminately “understood” absolute adjec-
tives to be more evaluative than relative adjectives.
Overall their interpretation of EVAL implicatures is
not sensitive to construction.

Introducing socio-pragmatic frameworks in LMs
evaluation loop, we adopted theory-driven hypoth-
esis and cognitively justified datasets to analyze
LMs’ interpretation of EVAL implicature across ad-
jective types. We found that LMs align with human
data in that both suggest that polarity does not in-
fluence EVAL, and both considered POS to be the
most evaluative across all adjective types, but de-
viant from linguistic theory and human cognition,
most LMs’ output suggests that the relative adjec-
tives are less evaluative than the absolute across

constructions. The persona setting helped some
LMs “understand” implicitness. We provide an at-
tempt to tackle challenging NLP questions using
validated socio-pragmatic paradigms.

4 Limitation and Future studies

In this paper, we investigated the extent to which
pre-trained transformer LMs (GPT-3 and Macaw)
capture human inferences regarding the evaluativity
of different adjectival constructions (POS, EQ, and
COMP). We acknowledge that there are limitations,
which we hope to address in future studies.

It might not be fine-grained enough to capture
the extent to which LMs draw an evaluative in-
ference using the cosine similarity measurement
as a proxy. Specifically, our methodology design
cannot account for the differences of the similar-
ity scores between the target utterance (a) Maria
is tall and (b) LM’s response Maria is taller than
average, and those between the target utterance (a)
and an irrelevant distractor (b′) such as The Detec-
tive is reporting on the height of Maria, given the
prompt The Detective reported to the Police Chief:

“Maria is tall.” What can the Chief conclude from
this?. (b′) is entailed by the prompt, although it’s
not similar to (a) in a vector space. (b) is contextu-
ally entailed by the prompt but it’s close to (a) in
a vector space. This may distract LMs away from
the target inference. For future study, we consider
using a Natural Language Inference (NLI) model
to more directly test the contextual entailment re-
lationship between LMs’ response and the target
inference.

Typically, LMs are probed by looking at free
form continuation or at the probability assigned
to different output continuations under the LMs.
In this paper, we probed LMs using a question-
answering format and measured LMs’ performance
with similarity scores between LMs’ answer and a
target inference. But, even with the non-standard
methodology, we still found some evidence that
LMs do capture human inferences. Our study
shows that it’s worthwhile to adopt existing sets of
human behavioral data in evaluating LMs’ weak-
ness and strength. Manipulating the social persona
of the “speaker” in a LMs setting is novel yet at
preliminary stage. For future work, we hope to ex-
pand our current dataset and better our motivation
of the sociolinguistic persona design.

5 Appendices
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RELATIVE tall ABSOLUTE full
POSITIVE tall NEGATIVE short POSITIVE full NEGATIVE empty

POS less evaluative is tall more evaluative is full
EQ more evaluative is as tall as less evaluative is as full as
COMP exhibit the same EVAL is taller than vs. is more full than

Table 2: Distribution of EVAL implicature - human data: POS is the most evaluative; no difference in polarity (i.e.,
positive and its negative antonym) (Brasoveanu and Rett, 2018).

Prompts GPT-3 response Macaw response

The Detective reported to the Police Chief:
"Maria is tall." What can the Chief con-
clude from this? [DETECTIVE]

The Police Chief can conclude
that Maria is taller than average.
The Detective is reporting on
the height of Maria.

there’s a difference.
Maria is tall.

Arthur is clever, smart, quiet, awkward,
nerdy, shy and geeky. What does he mean
by saying "Maria is tall"? [NERD]

Maria is taller than Arthur.
Maria is tall because she is taller
than most people.

she’s taller than he is.
she is tall.

Alex is chill, laid-back, relaxed, easy, cool,
friendly, and outgoing. What does he im-
ply by saying "Maria is tall"? [CHILL]

Maria is tall implies that Maria
is taller than most people.
Maria is taller than Alex.

she is tall. Maria is
tall.

Table 3: Example LMs completions with POS as prompt. EQ and COMP were situated in the same prompt frame.

Figure 1: Polarity and LMs’ understanding of EVAL. Panels split by adj_class. T-test p-values on the top.
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Figure 2: Construction and LMs’ understanding of EVAL. Statistical significance (.05) on the top.

Figure 3: Adj_class and LMs’ understanding of EVAL. Panels split by construction. Significance (.05) on the top.
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Abstract
An intelligent system is expected to perform
reasonable inferences, accounting for both the
literal meaning of a word and the meanings a
word can acquire in different contexts. A spe-
cific kind of inference concerns the connective
and, which in some cases gives rise to a tempo-
ral succession or causal interpretation in con-
trast with the logic, commutative one (Levin-
son, 2000). In this work, we investigate the
phenomenon by creating a new dataset for eval-
uating the interpretation of and by NLI systems,
which we use to test three Transformer-based
models. Our results show that all systems gen-
eralize patterns that are consistent with both the
logical and the pragmatic interpretation, per-
form inferences that are inconsistent with each
other, and show clear divergences with both
theoretical accounts and humans’ behavior.

1 Introduction

Implicature is the term used in semantics and prag-
matics to describe an inference that goes beyond
the literal sense of what is said. Implicatures have
received relatively limited attention in computa-
tional linguistics, since they are highly dependent
on the communication context and on common-
sense knowledge. However, the notion of Gener-
alized Conversational Implicature (GCI) (Grice,
1975) captures the fact that some of these meaning
enrichments are more general than others: They
are still dependent on context, but they are also
strongly conventionalized and they act as default
inferences, which are carried out unless canceled
by additional contextual information.

With this study, we aim at contributing to the
research on GCIs in NLP systems by focusing
on a specific type of GCI, namely Levinson’s i-
implicatures associated with the conjunction and
(Levinson, 2000). Studies have noted that and
is regularly interpreted as a temporal succession
or causal connective (from John repaired the en-
gine and the car started we understand that the

car started as a result of John repairing the engine)
(Carston, 1988). This implicature, which is referred
to as conjunction buttressing by Levinson (2000),
contradicts the commutative interpretation of and
traditionally assumed in formal logic and seman-
tics: If A and B entails B after A, A and B is not
equivalent to B and A. Moreover, the implicature
takes place only when the conjuncts express dy-
namic events, while with static ones and preserves
the commutative property (e.g., John was awake
and the dog slept entails The dog slept and John
was awake).

To address the problem of the scarcity of data for
the study of GCIs and conjunction buttressing in
particular, we created a dataset for the study of the
interpretation of and by NLI systems, using manual
annotation to obtain quality data and control for
features relevant for the implicature according to
theoretical accounts. We assigned two different
label sets based on a pragmatic hypothesis (and
triggers the implicature) and a logic one (and is
commutative), to distinguish logical vs. pragmatic
behavior of the systems.

We tested three Transformer-based NLI systems
fine-tuned on MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) on our
dataset. We identified systematic inference patterns
involving the interpretation of and that are common
to all three systems. Some of these patterns are in
accordance with the pragmatic hypothesis and oth-
ers with the logic one. We found that the systems
make inferences that are inconsistent with each
other, and in many cases their interpretation of and
is different from both the human interpretation and
theoretical accounts. To see whether the results are
due to biases in the systems’ training set, we ran an
analysis of MNLI aimed at identifying inference
patterns involving and that are used by annotators,
finding that the inferences generalized by systems
are exemplified to varying degrees.

After describing related work in Section 2, in
Section 3 we describe how we collected data to
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assess logical and pragmatic interpretations in NLI
systems.1 Results of the experiments with NLI
systems are illustrated in Section 4, along with
the analysis on MNLI and the results of a human
behavioral study. Conclusions are devoted to sug-
gestions for future work and to the discussion of
the limitations of the present work. By highlighting
limitations of current systems on our dataset, we
argue for a stronger convergence of neural systems
for inference and cognitive models of GCIs.

2 Related work

Previous NLP studies on implicatures mostly fo-
cused on scalar implicatures, inferences involving
sets of words that together form a lexical scale (e.g.,
<all, some>). The use of an alternate excludes the
other from the interpretation (e.g., Some of the boys
came +> (implicates) Not all of the boys came).

Jeretic et al. (2020) created a large scale dataset
of automatically generated sentences following the
NLI format, where a premise-hypothesis pair is la-
beled according to a logical annotation (following
the logical, literal meaning) and a pragmatic anno-
tation (following scalar implicature). The authors
measured the accuracy of a BERT model (Devlin
et al., 2019) fine-tuned on MNLI according to the
logical and the pragmatic annotation. The authors
showed that BERT reasoning is more pragmatic
than logical for the sentences involving all and
some, even if the results vary depending on how
the premise and the hypothesis are built.

Scalar implicatures are not the only type of gen-
eralized implicatures. Levinson (2000) proposed
a categorization of GCIs based on underlying in-
ferential heuristics related to Grice’s maxims of
conversation (Grice, 1975). He considered scalar
implicatures as an instance of Q-implicatures, a
category of GCIs motivated by the principle Select
the informationally strongest paradigmatic alter-
nate that is consistent with the facts. They are
distinguished from I-implicatures, motivated by
the principle Assume the richest temporal, causal
and referential connections between described sit-
uations or events, consistent with what is taken
for granted. A phenomenon in the latter group in-
volves the enrichment of the meaning of and (the
so-called conjunction buttressing): John repaired
the engine and the car starts implicates After John
repaired the engine, the car started (from logical

1The dataset can be found in the supplementary materials
and we will make it available for free use.

conjunction to temporal succession) and The car
started because John repaired the engine (from
logical conjunction to cause). The inferred mean-
ing of and contrasts with the commutative meaning
attributed to it in logic and formal semantics.

To our knowledge, Pandia et al. (2021) is
the only NLP study dealing with conjuction but-
tressing: the authors tested if Transformer-based
masked language models can predict the temporal
connective corresponding to the correct interpre-
tation of the enriched and, using the stimuli by
Politzer-Ahles et al. (2017). Unlike their study, we
created and used labeled data for the evaluation
of NLI systems, testing a pragmatic hypothesis
(enriched interpretation of and) vs. a logical one
(commutative interpretation).

3 Data

Given the scarcity of existing resources for GCIs,
we collected and annotated new data in NLI format,
focusing on different interpretations of the connec-
tive and. We assigned two different sets of labels,
one in accordance with the pragmatic hypothesis
(i.e., the implicature is labeled as an entailment)
and the other with the logic hypothesis (i.e., only
logical inferences are treated as entailments).

Methodology. To obtain data to test the tempo-
ral succession and the causal interpretation of and,
we first used a multigenre English corpus (UkWac,
Ferraresi et al. (2008)) to extract sentences where
a main and a subordinate clause are explicitly en-
coded in a temporal succession or causal relation
by a connective (e.g., Frazier quit before I did).2

Then, we replaced the original connective with and
(Frazier quit and I did). The generated and the
original sentences are, respectively, the premises
and the hypotheses of our experiment (see the first
two rows of Table 1). Because the implicature
only takes place when two clauses describe events
that are presented as a dynamic process (Levinson,
2000) (i.e., an event is described as a dynamic sit-
uation when it is a process with subparts, such as
in Frazier quit and I did which implicates succes-
sion while I have two sons and Mary has three
does not), we further manually refined the set to
include only those instances. According to the
pragmatic hypothesis, the systems should assign
the entailment label to these pairs. According to the
logical hypothesis, the label is neutral since a lit-
eral interpretation of and does not entail a temporal

2See Appendix A for more details about data collection.
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Interpretation of and Premise Hypothesis Logical label Pragmatic label
Temporal succession A and B B after A N E
Causal A and B B because A N E
Temporal precedence A and B B before A N C
Temporal synchronous A and B B while A N C
Commutative (dynamic) A (dynamic) and B (dynamic) B (dynamic) and A (dynamic) E C
Commutative (static) A (static) and B (static) B (static) and A (static) E C

Table 1: Dataset structure.

succession or causal relation between events.

From the premises used to test causal interpre-
tation (e.g., He refused to sign and he lost his job)
we produced new hypotheses where the clauses
are linked by other temporal relations contradicting
succession, namely precedence (Before he refused
to sign, he lost his job) and synchronous (While
he refused to sign, he lost his job). This is to ensure
that systems do not perform an enriched interpreta-
tion of and that goes in the wrong direction (either
temporal or causal). Since the pragmatic interpreta-
tion of and is temporal succession and this excludes
a precedence or synchronous one, we assigned the
gold pragmatic label contradiction to these pairs.

We also wanted to test whether NLI systems as-
sign a logical interpretation to the connective and,
namely commutativity. Here we studied the in-
fluence of the semantics of the conjuncts: While
commutativity is a more natural inference with con-
juncts describing static situations (The rooms are
comfortable and the food is super entails The food
is super and the rooms are comfortable), with con-
juncts describing dynamic situations it is less natu-
ral, since it is overridden by the inference stemming
from pragmatic enrichment (He fell off a ladder
and he had concussion contradicts He had concus-
sion and he fell off a ladder). To obtain instances of
inferences involving the commutativity of and with
dynamic conjuncts, we used the sentences with a
causal relation from our dataset. For instance, from
the sentence He had concussion because he fell off
a ladder we generated the premise He fell off a
ladder and he had concussion and the hypothesis
He had concussion and he fell off a ladder. For
static conjuncts, we manually annotated clause
pairs linked by and in UkWac, and selected only
pairs where the main verb of both clauses is sta-
tive (The food is super and the rooms are comfort-
able) or has an habitual reading (Platypus builds
nest, and echidna develops pouch). While com-
mutativity is entailed from the logic perspective,
a contradiction would be produced if a pragmatic
interpretation of and was selected, since temporal

Logical label

Pragm
atic

label

Temporal succession 0.02 0.94
Causal 0.02 0.98
Temporal precedence 0.07 0.51
Temporal synchronous 0 0
Commutative (dynamic) 1 0
Commutative (static) 1 0

Table 2: Accuracy of the DeBERTa-based system (He
et al., 2021) according to the logic and pragmatic label.

succession is not a commutative relation.
Statistics. We collected 653 premise-hypotheses

pairs for testing temporal succession interpretation,
270 for testing commutativity (static conjuncts) and
623 for each of causal, precedence, synchronous
and commutativity (dynamic), ending up with a
total of 3,470 instances.

4 Experiments

Systems. We used our data to evaluate a BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), a RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)
and a DeBERTa (He et al., 2021) language model
fine-tuned on MNLI. For BERT and RoBERTa,
we adopted the fine-tuned versions by Poth et al.
(2021).3 We did not perform additional training, as
our goal is to test existing systems and our dataset
has been built only for evaluation purposes.

Results. We report in Table 2 the results for De-
BERTa only, as they are the best ones and there are
just slight variations across systems.4 With logical
and pragmatic accuracy, we refer to accuracy on
labels following from the logical and the pragmatic
hypotheses respectively.

Results show: a) Pragmatic accuracy close to 1
for Temporal succession and Causal (systems gen-
eralize the pattern A and B entails B after A and B
because A), but logical accuracy 1 for commutative
(systems generalize A and B entails B and A inde-

3See Appendix C for more details about the systems.
4Results for all systems can be found in Appendix D
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pendent of the semantics of conjuncts); b) Accura-
cies 0 for temporal synchronous (systems general-
ize A and B entails B while A), c) divergent behav-
ior of systems on examples involving a temporal
precedence interpretation of and (RoBERTa-based:
and nearly always entails a temporal precedence
interpretation; BERT-based: and entails a temporal
precedence interpretation in 74% of the cases and
contradicts it in only 7%; DeBERTa-based: and
entails temporal precedence in 42% of the cases,
and contradicts it in 51%).

Results analysis. We first observe that the in-
ferences drawn by the systems show inconsistent
patterns. In many cases the systems assign a succes-
sion, precedence and synchronous interpretation to
the same pair of conjuncts, which is an overt con-
tradiction. Second, the systems’ behavior is not
aligned with theoretical accounts of implicatures.
Linguistic theory predicts that only a limited set of
relations between conjuncts can be inferred (among
which succession and cause), while systems con-
sider all the relations we tested as valid inferences.
Moreover, while the dynamic event type of the con-
juncts is expected to lead to the rejection of the
commutative interpretation in favor of an enriched
one, systems prefer the commutative pattern irre-
spective of the context.

MNLI analysis. To see whether results can be
explained by biases in the dataset used for training
of the systems, we performed an analysis of the
MNLI training set aimed at identifying and quanti-
fying inference patterns involving the connective
and that are used by annotators. To identify ex-
amples of pragmatic inference patterns involving
the connective and, we selected instances where
the premise or the hypothesis contains two main
clauses linked by and using the SpaCy dependency
parser (Honnibal and Montani, 2017). We manu-
ally inspected 500 out of the 11,208 obtained pairs
for cases where the gold label can be explained by
assuming the triggering of a pragmatic inference.
We found those patterns to be used by MNLI an-
notators: 26 cases can be explained by assuming
an enriched interpretation of and. Temporal suc-
cession is the most frequent interpretation with 20
cases. Synchronous, causal and inclusion are less
present with 3, 1 and 1 cases respectively (see the
Appendix B for examples). We found the logic,
commutative interpretation of and to be much less
used for inference by MNLI annotators than the
pragmatic one. Out of the 500 examples we ana-

lyzed, only 2 can be explained by assuming a com-
mutative interpretation of and by annotators (see
Appendix B). This analysis shows that inference
patterns generalized by systems are exemplified to
varying degrees in the training set.

Figure 1: Human behavioral study. The y-axis reports,
for each pair, the proportion of participants performing
the interpretation on the x-axis.

Human behavioral study. The dataset annota-
tion is based on linguistic theory and expert anno-
tation. To compare it with actual intuitions people
have about the meaning of the sentences, we per-
formed a behavioral study using a small subset of
premise-hypothesis pairs from the dataset.

Details of the study are given in E. For each of
40 pairs of type Causal, we asked 8 participants to
judge if a speaker is implying “B because A” by
saying “A and B” or not (that is, we tested if they
assign a causal interpretation to and). For each of
43 pairs of type Commutativity (dynamic) we asked
to judge whether, given a situation where a speaker
uses the sentence of form “A and B” and another
speaker uses the form “B and A” to describe the
same fact, it is possible that both sentences are true
at the same time (that is, we tested if a logical,
commutative interpretation is assigned to and).

The left box in Figure 1 involves pairs of type
Causal and shows, for each pair, the proportion
of participants assigning a causal interpretation to
and.5 If judgments were in perfect agreement with
our pragmatic labels, proportion should be 1 for all
pairs (0 for logical). In the majority of cases (31 out

5The sentences used for the experimental study along with
the proportion of participants choosing each answer are pro-
vided as a separate file in the supplementary material.
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of 40) the proportion is equal to or higher than 0.8.
This shows that, in most cases, the responses of
almost all participants are in line with our previous
annotations. In other cases, there is less support
for the causal interpretation, and in a few cases the
majority of participants reject it (e.g., I went to a
mass meeting one night and that happened +> That
happened because I went to a mass meeting one
night, proportion of "Yes": 0.166). We attribute
this result to a) Our expert annotation being open
to challenge, and b) Limitations of Levinson’s the-
ory (possibly there are other factors affecting the
pragmatic inference in addition to the situation type
of the conjuncts, for example more stereotypical
event sequences).

The right box involves pairs of type Commu-
tativity (dynamic) and shows, for each pair, the
proportion of participants considering the forms
“A and B” and “B and A” true at the same time.
If judgments were in perfect agreement with our
pragmatic labels, proportion should be 0 for all
pairs (1 for logical). Generally, questions receive
more variable answers than in the previous group,
which can be due to the survey questions being
less clear than in the previous case (see E for the
form of questions). In some cases, the majority
of participants converge on the "Yes" (e.g., People
found them practical and they came into use and
They came into use and people found them practi-
cal are both true of the same situation according
to 85.7% of participants) or the "No" (e.g., I won
an award at 16 for my poetry and I went to Russia
and I went to Russia and I won an award at 16
for my poetry are both true of the same situation
according to 0% of participants) answer. We argue
that answers are determined by the triggering of
pragmatic inference (if the inference takes place,
the two sentences are not considered true at the
same time). The inference takes place differently
across our set of pairs, possibly for the reasons we
outlined in the paragraph above.

With this experiment, we have explored the dis-
tance between our dataset annotation and actual
human intuitions about the interpretation of and,
along with identifying interpretation tendencies.

Confidence scores. To get a more accurate
evaluation of the systems and compare their output
with human behavioral data, we analyzed the con-
fidence scores of the label entailment for the pairs
used for the behavioral study. We found that all
systems’ scores are concentrated in a small inter-

val near 1 (BERT: [.945, .994], RoBERTa: [.936,
.996], DeBERTa: [.950, .999], except for an out-
lier with score 0.558). The tendency to consis-
tently assign high scores to the entailment label is
confirmed by the mean xn and the variance s2n
of the samples containing confidence scores of
entailment in the whole dataset (BERT: xn=.775,
s2n=.106; RoBERTa: xn=.851, s2n=.086; DeBERTa:
xn=.814, s2n=.105).

The visualization of the relation between the sys-
tems’ confidence score of entailment for a given
pair and the frequency with which participants con-
sider that pair an example of entailment (given in
F) shows no positive correlation. We take the re-
sults of this analysis as evidence of a divergence
between systems (who consistently choose the en-
tailment label) and humans (who choose entailment
label with different frequency across the dataset,
showing a variability that does not correlate with
the limited variability in the systems’ output).

5 Conclusion

We found that NLI systems generalize "pragmatic"
and "logical" inference patterns involving the con-
nective and. This gives rise to unsatisfactory pre-
dictions, since in many cases inferences are not
consistent with each other and are not aligned with
human ones and theoretical accounts of implica-
tures. It should be noted that alternative accounts
of implicatures exist: For scalar implicatures it
has been shown that inference takes place with dif-
ferent strength depending on the context (Degen,
2015). A better assessment of the systems’ abilities
could be obtained by using implicature strength
data. Finally, at this stage we cannot draw general
conclusions about whether our results also extend
to systems trained on other NLI datasets.

Based on the highlighted limitations of the tested
systems, we argue for the need of a stronger con-
vergence of neural systems with theories of GCIs
to improve systems’ interpretation of and. Levin-
son (2000) proposed that I-implicatures can be ex-
plained by assuming that the hearer knows that the
speaker tried to achieve her communicative goals
by maximizing economy, and thus enriches the in-
terpretation in stereotypical ways (since it assumes
that the speaker has left stereotypical information
unsaid). Stereotypical relations between events in
the form of event chains could be automatically col-
lected from texts (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008)
and provided as additional information to systems.
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A Details about Data Collection

Using the SpaCy dependency parser (https:
//spacy.io/), we extracted sentences from
UkWac (Ferraresi et al., 2008) matching the de-
pendency pattern CONNECTIVE-mark-V-advcl-
V-ROOT, where CONNECTIVE is a connective
that unambiguously signal the discourse relation of
interest (before, after and once for temporal succes-
sion, because for causal) and V is a verb accord-
ing to the SpaCy POS tagger. We selected clauses
linked by connectives that are unambiguous in term
of their discourse function according to the English
Penn Discourse Treebank (Prasad et al., 2008).

For our experiments, we used the SpaCy pipeline
en_core_web_s from the most recent version
3.2. SpaCy is licensed under the MIT license.

UkWac is a large-scale corpus (>2 billion words)
created with texts from URLs in the .uk web do-
main. URLs were selected based on the presence
of a pair of words, where pairs are from a list cre-
ated by choosing random medium-frequency words
from BNC (written and spoken version) and a vo-
cabulary list for foreign learner of English. This
strategy ensures variety of content. As a result, the
corpus covers various domains and demographic
groups. The prevailing language is British English,
but the presence of other variety of English cannot
be excluded. The corpus is freely downloadable at
https://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/.

B Analysis of MNLI

Examples of pragmatic interpretation of and.
Temporal succession interpretation: Thorn turned
and left entails Thorn left after he turned (pairID:
17201c). Temporal synchronous interpretation:
The man roared out and cleaved off the demon’s
other arm entails The man made a loud noise as
he injured the demon (pairID: 35017e). Causal in-
terpretation: After 37 years of rule, Solomon died
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and the kingdom was split between the northern
and southern tribes entails Solomon was the ruler
for 37 years and his death resulted in the divide
of the kingdom between north and south (pairID:
56084e). Temporal inclusion interpretation: we
came here and they had parking lots in the schools
and i couldn’t understand it you know all the kids
had cars entails I was surprised to see that all the
kids had cars when we came here (pairID: 2744e).

Examples of commutative interpretation of
and. Several years ago a radio broke in my car
and i never i got out of the habit of listening to the
radio entails Several years ago a radio broke in my
car and i never i got out of the habit of listening to
the radio and I always stuck to the habit of listening
to the radio, and mine broke (pairID: 24186e).

C Systems details

The three systems we used for our experiments
are Transformer models fine-tuned on MultiNLI
(Williams et al., 2018). MNLI was built based
on the following procedure. First, text sources of
ten different genres (including written and spoken
speech) are used to select sentences that are used
as premises. Sources are from the Open Amer-
ican National Corpus and a selection of works
of contemporary fiction. Then, a crowdworker is
asked to produce a hypothesis for each NLI la-
bel (entailment, neutral, contradiction). Finally,
other crowdworkers are asked to assign a label to
each premise-hypothesis pair and a gold label is
assigned based on the majority of labels. The cor-
pus comes with a training/test/development split
(392,702/ 20,000/ 20,000 examples respectively).
MNLI can be freely used and may be modified and
redistributed. The corpus is released under several
licenses (cf. Williams et al. (2018) for details).

The three systems can be downloaded freely
from https://huggingface.co/ and are
bert-base-uncased-pf-mnli (Poth et al.,
2021), roberta-base-pf-mnli (Poth et al.,
2021) and deberta-v2-xlarge-mnli (He
et al., 2021). deberta-v2-xlarge-mnli is
licensed under the MIT license. Details about the
tested systems are provided in Table 3. We refer
the reader to the original paper for further details.

D Results for all Systems

E Survey details

Platform. We launched the survey on Prolific
Academic (https://www.prolific.co/).

bert-base-

uncased-pf-

m
nli

roberta-base-

pf-m
nli

deberta-v2-

xlarge-m
nli

Paper
Poth
et al.
2021

Poth
et al.
2021

He
et al.
2021

Number of
parameters
(Language

Model)

110M 125M 900M

Computational
budget

8 × 32GB
V100
GPUs

6 × 96GB
V100
GPUs

Fine-tuning
strategy

Adapter-
based

Adapter-
based

Scale-
invariant

MNLI
accuracy 84.2 87.5 91.7

Table 3: Details about the tested systems.

Logical label

Pragm
atic

label

Temporal succession 0.02 0.81
Causal 0.03 0.97
Temporal precedence 0.19 0.07
Temporal synchronous 0 0.02
Commutative (dynamic) 1 0
Commutative (static) 1 0

Table 4: Results for the BERT-based system (Poth et al.,
2021).

Participation requirements. Participants were
required to a) Be born in the U.S., b) Be a U.S.
citizen, c) Be in the U.S. at the time of the test,
d) Have English as their first language, e) Have
an approval rate of previous studies on Prolific
between 90% and 100%, f) Have completed at least
50 tests on Prolific. We used Prolific’s internal
screening system for excluding participants who
did not meet the requirements.

Survey structure. Each test consisted of 20
questions. Possible answers for each question in a
survey were "Yes" and "No". 5 questions targeted
the pragmatic interpretation of the and connective,
5 questions targeted the logical (commutative) in-
terpretation, and the other 10 were comprehension
question. Each question targeting the pragmatic
interpretation of and has the following structure:

• Imagine that a speaker says PREMISE. In
your opinion, is the speaker implying HY-
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Logical label

Pragm
atic

label

Temporal succession 0.01 0.91
Causal 0.01 0.98
Temporal precedence 0 0.07
Temporal synchronous 0 0
Commutative (dynamic) 0.98 0.02
Commutative (static) 0.98 0.02

Table 5: Results for the RoBERTa-based system (Poth
et al., 2021).

POTHESIS?

PREMISE and HYPOTHESIS are examples of
type "Causal" from the dataset presented in this
article (an example of question is: Imagine that
a speaker says "I got bored in the first year and
I dropped out of university". In your opinion, is
the speaker implying "I dropped out of university
because I got bored in the first year"?).

Each question targeting the logical (commuta-
tive) interpretation of and has the following struc-
ture:

• Imagine that two speakers A and B know the
same fact and are telling it. A says PREMISE,
and we know she is telling things as they ac-
tually happened. Now imagine B says HY-
POTHESIS. Is B also telling things as they
happened?

PREMISE and HYPOTHESIS are examples of
type "Commutativity (dynamic situation)" from
the dataset presented in this article (an example of
question is: 7. Imagine that two speakers A and B
know the same fact and are telling it. A says "IBM
used Intel and Intel became standard ", and we
know she is telling things as they actually happened.
Now imagine B says "Intel became standard and
IBM used Intel". Is B also telling things as they
happened?).

Comprehension questions were added to a) Pre-
vent participant from associating questions of a
given form with a given answer, b) Mitigate the
bias of questions of a given form towards a given
answer type (given our previous annotation, we
expected questions targeting pragmatic interpreta-
tion to have "Yes" as prevailing answer), c) Prompt
participants to pay more attention to the meaning
of the sentences in the survey, and d) Exclude from
the final dataset the answer of participant who are

suspected of not comprehending the task or not
paying the right attention to the questions.

The comprehension questions have the same
form of the other questions, but instead of targeting
inference patterns involving the interpretation of
and, they asked participants to make simple infer-
ences based on other elements of sentences. Exam-
ples were inferences based on presuppositions (e.g.,
Imagine that a speaker says "Europe tried to sweep
itself clean of Jews and it came into existence". In
your opinion, is the speaker implying that there
were Jews in Europe?), paraphrases (Imagine that
two speakers A and B know the same fact and are
telling it. A says "Phillip adamantly and persis-
tently refused to pay her a penny piece and she suc-
ceeded", and we know she is telling things as they
actually happened. Now imagine B says "She was
not given a penny by Philip and she succeeded".
Is B also telling things as they happened?), contra-
dictions based on negation or antonyms (Imagine
that a speaker says "Christian voice intimidated
1/3 of the venues into dropping out and the tour
became financially impossible". In your opinion, is
the speaker implying "Christian voice intimidated
1/3 of the venues into dropping out and the tour
became financially sustainable"?).

Since they involve straightforward inference pat-
terns and they are not the focus of the experiment,
we had gold standard answers for comprehension
questions, which we used to exclude answers of
participants from the dataset.

To ensure participants made choices based on
their intuitions, no examples were provided in the
instructions.

Number of participants and reward. Each
survey was presented to 8 participants. 9 surveys
were created in total, for a total of 72 participants
taking part in the experiment. Participants were not
allowed to take part in more than one survey. They
received a reward of 0.55£ (0.65C, 0.67$).

Requirements for inclusion in the dataset. In
order for a participant answers to be included in
the final dataset, the participant must give the gold
standard answer to at least 7 of the 10 comprehen-
sion question in the survey. This strategy led to the
exclusion of the answers of 5 out of 72 participants.

F Systems’ confidence scores for
sentences from the experimental study
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Abstract

Prior studies have raised concerns over speci-
ficity issues in clinical advice. Lacking speci-
ficity — explicitly discussed detailed informa-
tion — may affect the quality and implementa-
tion of clinical advice in medical practice. In
this study, we developed and validated a fine-
grained annotation schema to describe differ-
ent aspects of specificity in clinical advice ex-
tracted from medical research literature. We
also presented our initial annotation effort and
discussed future directions towards an NLP-
based specificity analysis tool for summariz-
ing and verifying the details in clinical advice.

1 Introduction

In medical literature, authors often explain clinical
implications after presenting their research findings.
For example, “Results of this post-hoc analysis sug-
gest that LEV may be a suitable option for initial
monotherapy for patients aged ≥ 60 years with
newly diagnosed epilepsy” (Pohlmann-Eden et al.,
2016). Clinical advice like this can influence health
researchers and practitioners on specific medical
practices. Hence, it is an important information
service to retrieve and analyze clinical advice from
medical literature.

Prior studies have identified some quality issues
that may affect the implementation of clinical ad-
vice. One concern is the lack of specificity. Two
studies have compared the implementation out-
comes of professionally-designed clinical guide-
lines with different levels of specificity, and found
that concrete and precise descriptions resulted in
higher adoption rate (Michie and Johnston, 2004;
Michie and Lester, 2005). Clinical advice in med-
ical literature also varies in specificity levels. For
example, advice sentences appeared in abstracts
tend to be less specific compared to those in discus-
sions, where more space is available for explaining
the details (Li and Yu, 2022).

To better retrieve and summarize clinical advice
from medical literature, this study aims to develop
a taxonomy of specifics in clinical advice, such that
they may be retrieved and compared in finer granu-
larity. We developed and validated an annotation
schema that can partition a clinical advice sentence
to multiple elements: 1) agents; 2) substantial qual-
ifications or elaborations; 3) chain of reasoning; 4)
confidence. This annotation schema was developed
based on medical research on clinical guidelines
and NLP research on modeling specificity as a lan-
guage construct.

We also discussed the future directions for com-
putationally modeling specificity of clinical ad-
vice in medical literature. Such specificity anal-
ysis tool can be used for downstream applications
such as detecting quality issues of clinical advice.
For example, one study raised severe concern that
many recommendations for clinical practice were
not supported by findings in the conclusions (Yav-
chitz et al., 2016). The problem is more severe
in abstracts than in discussions. Since abstracts
are much more accessible than full-text articles,
the “spins” in abstracts are also more harmful than
those in discussions (Boutron et al., 2014). An
NLP-based specificity analysis tool can help com-
pare recommendation details against available ev-
idence, or compare similar recommendations in
fine-granularity.

2 Related Work

Specificity is an important concept in both clin-
ical practice and claim analyses. In medical do-
main, specificity is defined narrowly, focusing on
the detailed information regarding clinical practice
and health-related behavior changes. For exam-
ple, Shekelle et al. (2000) defined a specific guide-
line as “creates clinical appropriate criteria for a
large number of clinically detailed patient presenta-
tions; it does not force consensus” (p.1431). Simi-
larly, Michie and Lester (2005) argued that specific
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clinical guidelines give “detailed advice on which
performance is appropriate in which situation and
in what patient group and determining which fac-
tors, or conditions should be taken into account” (p.
367). Note that clinical guidelines used in practice
are usually developed by professional institutions
such as National Institute for Clinical Excellence
(NICE). They are usually more comprehensive and
specific than the clinical advice from individual
research papers.

Compared to the narrow definition in clinical
domain, specificity is defined more broadly in the
NLP field, referring to how much detailed infor-
mation is included in a statement. Depending on
the text domains, researchers have proposed dif-
ferent taxonomies to define specificity. For exam-
ple, in education domain, the specificity of class-
room discussions was defined based on four as-
pects: “involves one character or scene”, “gives
substantial qualifications or elaboration”, “uses
content-specific vocabulary”, and “provides a chain
of reasoning” (Lugini and Litman, 2017). Similarly,
arguments in student essays were assigned speci-
ficity scores based on occurrence of qualifiers, ref-
erences to supporting components, hypotheses, and
real-world examples (Carlile et al., 2018). Speci-
ficity in other domains was defined quite differently.
For example, the specificity of pledges of election
manifestos were labelled based on expressions of
moral values, intangible goals and outcomes, com-
mitment to the maintenance of functioning policy,
means and details to achieve the objectives (Subra-
manian et al., 2019). The specificity in social media
posts was defined based on their references to spe-
cific person, object or event (Gao et al., 2019).

Although the exact aspects applied to describe
specificity differ by domains, they usually cover the
anwers to questions about who, what, when, where,
why, and how. Since the clinical domain and the
education domain are most relevant to our task, we
defined our annotation schema by combining the
definitions from these two domains.

3 Data and Annotation Schema

3.1 Dataset

In this study, we used an open-access dataset on
health advice, which contains a sample of 10,848
sentences extracted from abstracts and discussion
sections in medical research papers, in which 2,748
sentences were annotated as health advice (Li et al.,
2021). The research papers include different study

designs, including randomized controlled trials and
four types of observational studies, including cross-
sectional, case-control, retrospective, and prospec-
tive studies. We sampled sentences from all study
designs to ensure the annotation schema is gener-
alizable. We first sampled 100 advice sentences to
develop the annotation schema and finalize the def-
inition of each concept. We then sampled another
100 advice sentences to evaluate the inter-coder
agreement on the finalized annotation schema.

3.2 Annotating Clinical and Non-clinical
Advice

In the health advice dataset (Li et al., 2021), the
annotated health advice may recommend clinical
intervention and practice (“clinical advice”) or sim-
ply raise awareness and call for actions for certain
health behavior or policy change (“non-clinical ad-
vice”). The latter type tends to use vague verbs
such as “address” and “encourage” instead of con-
crete description of interventions. In this study, we
focus on clinical advice. Hence, the first step in the
annotation is to distinguish clinical vs. non-clinical
advice. Clinical advice will be further annotated
with specificity aspects. Occasionally, we encoun-
tered a sentence with serious semantic ambiguity,
and labelled it as incomprehensive.

Drawing on prior specificity annotations on clin-
ical guidelines, we adopted two key aspects that
also appear in clinical advice in medical literature:
“agents” and “substantial qualifications or elabora-
tions”. In addition, we found two aspects in clin-
ical advice from medical literature but are absent
in clinical guidelines: “chain of reasoning” and
“confidence”. Diffrent from clinical guidelines that
focus on what to do only, clinical advice from re-
search papers sometimes includes explanations on
the reason of why a recommendation was made.
Therefore, we added “chain of reasoning”. This
concept is borrowed from specificity annotation in
the education domain (Lugini and Litman, 2017).

In addition, authors often expressed their confi-
dence in clinical advice using words like “possible”,
“may”,“can”, and “is”, based on the evidence level.
This concept is relevant to the “strong/weak advice”
concept in the original health advice data set, or
prior studies that distinguished “implicit/explicit
advice” (Sumner et al., 2014). These prior stud-
ies aimed for categorical definition of the advice
strength, and they cover both clinical and non-
clinical advice. In this study, we use the concept
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Advice
Type

Description Example Sentence and Specificity Annotation

Non-
clinical
Advice

Health advice that aims to raise aware-
ness or calls for actions for health-related
behavioral changes. The outcome of the
action is not directly measurable. Use
verbs such as “address”, “encourage”,
and “ensure”.

1. Special attention is required in such patients while doing treatment
planning.

2. We conclude that it is important to encourage physical activity in this
population.

Clinical
Advice

Health advice that provides clear action-
able suggestions for medical practice and
policy changes. The advice contains pre-
cise and concrete description for the treat-
ment or intervention that needs to be
taken.

3. Therefore, intraoperative antifibrinolysis may not be indicated in routine
cardiac surgery when other blood-saving techniques are adopted.

Annotation: agent (N/A), intervention (“intraoperative antifibrinolysis”),
target (N/A), goal (“routine cardiac surgery when other blood-saving tech-
niques are adopted”), chain of reasoning (N/A), confidence (“may not be
indicated in”)

4. Therefore, due to the cost, possible side effects, and the limited saving
of homologous blood, intraoperative antifibrinolytic therapy may not be
indicated in routine cardiac surgery.

Annotation: agent (N/A), intervention (“intraoperative antifibrinolytic ther-
apy”), target (N/A), goal (“routine cardiac surgery”), chain of reasoning
(“therefore, due to the cost, possible side effects, and the limited saving of
homologous blood”), confidence (“may not be indicated in”)

Table 1: Specificity annotation schema and sentence examples.

RCTs Cross-Sectional Case-Control Retrospective Prospective Total Percentage

Clinical 27 15 17 22 19 100 50.0%
Non-clinical 13 25 22 18 20 98 49.0%
Total 40 40 39 40 39 200

Table 2: Distribution of clinical and non-clinical advice in annotated corpus.

“confidence” to emphasize that we aim to identify
the phrases that describe confidence level in clinical
advice only.

Overall, we defined specificity from the follow-
ing four dimensions: “agents", “substantial qual-
ifications or elaborations", “chain of reasoning",
and “confidence". Table 1 shows the definition and
sentence examples of the annotation schema.

Agents: the party to carry out the recommended
clinical practice, such as health practitioners or
organizations.

Substantial qualifications or elaborations:
concrete and precise details in health advice that
depicts what, who, when, where, and how informa-
tion to assist implementation of actionable clinical
practice. We further categorized it by the following
sub-dimensions:

Intervention: the details of treatment, such as
therapy procedures, doses and usage

Target: the party to receive the recommended
intervention, usually patients, sometimes including
demographical details or body parts to be treated.

Goal: illness/symptom that the intervention aims
to treat, or another treatment that it aims to support.

Chain of reasoning: reasons for the clinical ad-
vice, normally indicated by linguistic cues such as
“although”, “as long as” and “since”, when health
researchers admitting a fact or showing contrasts
in recommendations.

Confidence: the level of confidence researchers
have when giving the advice.

3.3 Inter-coder Agreement

To test the validity of the proposed schema, a sam-
ple of 100 advice sentences were randomly selected
for inter-coder agreement evaluation. We applied
disproportionate stratified sampling to get 20 ad-
vice sentences from each of the 5 study designs.
Two annotators with the education backgrounds of
linguistics and information science each labelled
the 100 sentences for clinical advice and speci-
ficity. The overall Cohen’s Kappa agreement (Co-
hen, 1960) on annotating clinical and non-clinical
advice was 0.88, indicating a near-perfect inter-
coder agreement (McHugh, 2012). The agree-
ment on each of the specificity dimensions were:
agent (0.98), intervention (0.93), target (0.91), goal
(0.87), chain of reasoning (0.91), and confidence
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Specifics Count Percentage

Agent 3 3.0%
Intervention 100 100.0%
Target 58 58.0%
Goal 88 88.0%
Reasoning 25 25.0%
Confidence 100 100.0%

Table 3: Distribution of the advice details on each di-
mension of specificity.

(0.93). Disagreed cases were later resolved by the
two annotators through discussion.

3.4 Specifics in Clinical Advice

We annotated 200 health advice sentences in to-
tal for schema development and validation. Ex-
cluding two incomprehensible sentences, 100 were
“clinical advice”, and 98 were “non-clinical” ad-
vice. Table 2 shows their distributions across dif-
ferent study designs. The almost equal distribu-
tion of clinical and non-clinical advice suggests
that researchers tend to give both advice for clini-
cal practice/interventions and advice that calls for
general health-related behavior changes. However,
when zooming into the different study deigns, we
noted that RCTs have a higher percentage of clin-
ical advice (67.5%) than the observational stud-
ies followed by retrospective (55.0%), prospective
(47.5%), case-control (42.5%), and cross-sectional
studies (37.5%), indicating that researchers are
more likely to give clinical advice in studies with
higher evidence levels. The quality of clinical ad-
vice given in observational studies was more often
questioned by the research community (Cofield
et al., 2010).

Among the 100 clinical advice sentences, “inter-
vention”, “confidence” and “goal” are most often
mentioned. Different from professionally-designed
clinical guidelines, “agent” in medical literature is
almost always omitted, and “target” is omitted over
40% of times. Reasoning is also not often provided
(25%). See Table 3 for the aspect distribution.

With the fine-grained specificity annotation, we
can then compare details of recommendations
against evidence strength or compare different ver-
sions of similar recommendations. For example,
in Table 1, examples 3 and 4 appear in the same
research paper but different sections. The annota-
tions show that the first sentence provides a more
specific goal, while the second sentence provides
reasoning.

4 Towards Computational Modeling of
Specificity

The explosive growth of research output and re-
stricted human capacities in information processing
and decision making calls for an NLP-based speci-
ficity analysis tool to synthesize and aggregate the
scientific evidence and clinical recommendations
in research publications. The developed annotation
schema may then be used to develop automatic
prediction models for clinical advice specifics clas-
sification and specifics extraction. Based on the oc-
currence for each specificity dimension, we could
frame the task as a sentence-level classification task
and to computationally model the specificity level
in each advice sentences. Utilizing the annotated
details under each specificity aspect, the task could
also be framed as an information extraction one.
Information extraction tools could be developed to
extract the details of each recommendation. For ex-
ample, simple rule-based approaches using regular
expressions (Savova et al., 2010a) may identify the
aspects of agents and targets. Existing NLP tools
for medical concepts (e.g. Savova et al., 2010b;
Zhou et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021) and clinical
relation extractions based on pre-trained language
models such as BERT (Roy and Pan, 2021) may
further identify other specificity aspects in the de-
velop schema. After extracting the specifics explic-
itly mentioned in each recommendation, we could
compare different versions of semantically simi-
lar recommendations across the specifics to detect
the inconsistent or exaggerated clinical advice in
research literature.

5 Conclusion

In this work we presented a fine-grained annotation
schema for describing specificity in clinical ad-
vice extracted from medical research literature. An
inter-coder agreement check shows the proposed
annotation schema reached almost perfect agree-
ment in all dimensions. The annotation schema
could be used to develop gold-standard dataset that
can be used to develop NLP models for identifying
fine-grained specificity aspects in clinical advice,
and to support downstream applications such as
summarizing clinical advice or fact checking.
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Abstract

This paper presents a linguistically driven proof
of concept for finding potentially euphemistic
terms, or PETs. Acknowledging that PETs tend
to be commonly used expressions for a certain
range of sensitive topics, we make use of distri-
butional similarities to select and filter phrase
candidates from a sentence and rank them using
a set of simple sentiment-based metrics. We
present the results of our approach tested on
a corpus of sentences containing euphemisms,
demonstrating its efficacy for detecting single
and multi-word PETs from a broad range of
topics. We also discuss future potential for
sentiment-based methods on this task.

1 Introduction

Euphemisms are mild or indirect expressions used
in place of harsher or more offensive ones. They
can be used to show politeness when discussing
sensitive or taboo topics (Bakhriddionova, 2021)
such as saying passed away instead of died, or as
a way to make unpleasant or unappealing things
sound better (Karam, 2011), such as ethnic cleans-
ing instead of genocide. They can even be used
as a means to conceal the truth (Rababah, 2014);
for example, saying enhanced interrogation tech-
niques but meaning torture. Euphemisms pose a
challenge to natural language processing due to this
figurative behavior, but also because they can have
a literal interpretation in certain contexts. Further-
more, humans may not agree on what a euphemism
is (Gavidia et al., 2022). Thus, we consider any
words/phrases used in this nature to be a Potentially
Euphemistic Term (PET).

In this paper, we present a proof of concept
for finding PETs in an input sentence, and apply
it to a novel euphemism corpus (Gavidia et al.,
2022)1. We base our approach on several lin-
guistic intuitions: (1) PETs tend to be commonly

1Our code is available at https://github.com/
marsgav/PETDetection.

used expressions about a certain range of sensi-
tive topics, (2) humans make a conscious lexical
choice to convey politeness and formality and (3)
because of their linguistic function, PETs should
result in greater sentiment shifts when replaced
by their literal interpretations; we experiment with
distributionally similar alternatives as a source of
such interpretations. Leveraging a variety of exist-
ing tools (Gensim’s Phrases (Rehurek and Sojka,
2011), word2vec classes (Mikolov et al., 2013),
and roBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)), we implement a
simple algorithm to extract, filter, and rank PET
candidates. Despite its simplicity, our approach
is able to identify the target euphemism as one
of the top two phrase candidates for 725 out of
1382 sentences in our test dataset. It also shows
promising results in identifying PETs that were
not originally marked, as well as for sentences out-
side our dataset. We believe our results and sub-
sequent discussion are an important baseline for
using distributional and sentiment-based methods
for detecting euphemisms.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we discuss related work surrounding eu-
phemisms. Section 3 provides details on the text
data used, Section 4 describes our approach bro-
ken down into 4 stages: phrase extraction, phrase
filtering, phrase paraphrasing and phrase ranking.
Section 5 includes our results and a quantitative
and qualitative analysis, and Section 6 concludes
with future work.

2 Related Work

Computational approaches to processing eu-
phemisms (Felt and Riloff, 2020; Zhu et al., 2021;
Zhu and Bhat, 2021; Magu and Luo, 2018; Kapron-
King and Xu, 2021; Gavidia et al., 2022) have
shown much promise, but the dynamic nature of
euphemisms remains an obstacle. A euphemism
annotation task conducted by Gavidia et al. (2022)
shows that the inherent ambiguity of euphemisms
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leads to low agreement in what qualifies as a
euphemism. Through this task, the researchers
found that some euphemisms are used so often
to discuss sensitive topics (e.g., venereal disease
as a euphemism for sexually transmitted disease),
that they become commonly accepted terms, or
CATs. Additionally, they find that even when an-
notators agreed on the intended meaning of a eu-
phemism, e.g. slim as a euphemism for skinny,
they still did not agree on the label of euphemistic
vs. non euphemistic. The nuance associated with
euphemisms still remains one of the biggest chal-
lenges.

Felt and Riloff (2020) were one of the first to
tackle euphemisms from a computational stand-
point. They leverage sentiment analysis to rec-
ognize x-phemisms, which is the term they use
to refer to both euphemisms and dysphemisms.
Whereas euphemisms are polite expressions to dis-
cuss sensitive topics, dysphemisms are purposely
direct, blunt and can be derogatory. They find
near-synonym pairs for three topics: lying, firing
and stealing, and use a weakly supervised boot-
strapping algorithm for semantic lexicon induction
(Thelen and Riloff, 2002). They use lexical cues
and sentiment analysis to classify phrases as eu-
phemistic, dysphemistic or neutral. Their approach
is interesting, as it is the first of its kind and their
use of sentiment analysis to identify euphemisms
has inspired our work.

Zhu et al. (2021) approach the task of discover-
ing euphemisms from the lens of content modera-
tion. Their goal was the detection of euphemisms
used for formal drug names on social media. They
define two problems: the first is the detection of
euphemisms, and the second is identifying what
the euphemisms found actually refer to. However,
their view on euphemisms is different from ours, as
they treat euphemisms simply as code words. This
work is similar to Magu and Luo (2018), who also
explore euphemisms as code words in hate speech.
Zhu and Bhat (2021) and Zhu et al. (2021) both
treat detection and identification as a masked lan-
guage problem where they use a masked language
model (MLM) as a filter to get rid of sentences that
are not related to their seedlist of euphemisms and
then again to find euphemistic candidates. Like
Felt and Riloff (2020), Zhu et al. (2021) and Zhu
and Bhat (2021) show promise, though their narrow
topic focus limit the kinds of euphemisms that can
be found.

Lastly, Kapron-King and Xu (2021) conduct a
diachronic evaluation of euphemism usage between
genders. While this work is not aimed at finding eu-
phemisms, their work provides many of the PETs
used in the creation of the Euphemism Corpus (Ga-
vidia et al., 2022), which we use in this paper.

3 Data

Our work utilizes a Euphemism Corpus created by
(Gavidia et al., 2022) as our test data. The raw
text data for this corpus comes from The Corpus of
Global Web-Based English (GloWbE)(Davies and
Fuchs, 2015). GloWbE contains text data for 20
English speaking countries from websites, blogs
and forums; this corpus is compiled using just a
portion of the US Dialect of English text.
The Euphemism Corpus contains 1,382 eu-
phemistic sentences, each annotated with one po-
tentially euphemistic term per sentence. These po-
tentially euphemistic terms, or PETs (Gavidia et al.,
2022) are single and multi word expressions that
are used in a euphemistic sense.
Futhermore, we use the US Dialect of English por-
tion of GloWbE to train a Phrases model (gensim)
(Rehurek and Sojka, 2011) to create word collo-
cations within our data which are then fed into a
word2vec model to produce vector representations
for the words in our corpus. The following section
explains both of these aspects in further detail.

4 Our Approach

The algorithm developed for this experiment per-
forms the following sub tasks to identify a PET
in a sentence: phrase extraction, phrase filtering,
phrase paraphrasing and phrase ranking. Simply
put, the algorithm locates all of the single and multi
word expressions within a sentence and through the
subsequent tasks, determines which expressions
may be a PET.

4.1 Phrase Extraction

We use the phrase (collocation) detection model,
Phrases, in the Gensim library (Rehurek and Sojka,
2011) to identify single and multi word expres-
sions within the US Dialect of English portion of
GloWbE (Davies and Fuchs, 2015). Phrases takes
raw text as input and detects a bigram if a scoring
function for two words exceeds a certain threshold.
It joins two unigrams into a single token, separated
by an underscore. We use Phrases to train our data
twice in order to create up to 3 word expressions to
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account for PETs like enhanced interrogation tech-
niques. Upon training, Phrases creates a Phraser
object that can be applied to new text data to iden-
tify bigram and trigram expressions. As such, we
use this Phraser object on the Euphemism Corpus,
resulting in identification of single and multiword
expressions contained within it.

4.2 Phrase Filtering
The single and multiword expressions found with
Phrases now need to be topically filtered. This step
is essential in identifying the phrases that are re-
lated to a sensitive topic. We remove all stopwords,
and then, leveraging the embeddings created with
word2vec, calculate the cosine similarity between
the phrases and a list of words representing sen-
sitive topics (Gavidia et al., 2022). These sensi-
tive topics include: death, sexual activity, employ-
ment, bodily functions, politics, physical/mental
attributes, and substances. We notice that many of
the PETs in the Euphemism Corpus have a summed
cosine similarity score above 1.5; therefore, we em-
pirically set this as the threshold. Every phrase
with a similarity measure above this is referred to
as a quality phrase and moves on to the next task
of paraphrasing.

4.3 Phrase Paraphrasing
The idea behind paraphrasing a PET is that,
in theory, if we replace quality phrases with
"paraphrases" that are more literal, there should be
a shift in the sentiment of the sentence. Since using
euphemisms can be seen as a conscious lexical
choice made to avoid awkward or uncomfortable
situations, when we choose to use a PET, our goal
is to make our speech less negative, more positive
and less offensive. We test this by "paraphrasing"
quality phrases using the top 25 most similar words
as output by word2vec (excluding paraphrases
which contain the quality phrase as a substring,
as these are not really distinct alternatives) and
perform sentiment analysis to measure negative,
positive and offensive scores(Liu et al., 2019)
before and after replacement.
Using the distributionally similar words output
by word2vec follows the intuition that phrase
semantics are determined by their context, and that
phrases which have the same mentions should have
the same semantics (Li et al., 2022). We recognize
that these are not official paraphrases; however, as
seen by the example below for the PET intoxicated,
word2vec produces good results.

From this list, we see that "drunk" and "under the
influence of alcohol" would be considered literal
interpretations of "intoxicated", and as such, would
serve as suitable replacements for the paraphrasing
task.

4.4 Phrase Ranking
To measure differences in sentiment and offensive-
ness of the original sentences before and after sub-
stituting with alternatives output by word2vec, we
use a roBERTa base model trained on tweets for
sentiment analysis and offensive language identifi-
cation (Liu et al., 2019). We chose RoBERTa’s sen-
timent and offensiveness models because they have
been shown to be useful in distinguishing PETs
from other phrases (Gavidia et al., 2022). The spe-
cific scores we utilize are negative, neutral, and pos-
itive sentiment scores, as well as non-offensiveness
and offensiveness scores. We calculate scores for
all replacements and aggregate them into a single
score as a measure of which PET had replacements
that caused the greatest shift in sentiment. Rea-
soning that alternatives to PETs are likely more
polarized than alternatives to non-PETs, we rank
the quality phrases using this aggregate from high-
est to lowest. The phrases with the top 2 highest
scores in each sentence are deemed to be PET can-
didates.

Empirically, we notice that both offensiveness
scores tend to be particularly useful for distinguish-
ing euphemisms from polarized (but otherwise non-
euphemistic) terms, so we attribute more weight
to them. We hypothesize that both non-offensive
and offensive scores are useful because terms that
are distributionally similar to PETs are likely to be
either (1) similar, non-offensive alternatives or (2)
their offensive alternatives. See Appendix A for an
illustration of the paraphrasing stage, along with
sample sentiment shifts.

5 Results and Discussion

This section provides our quantitative and qualita-
tive analyses and a discussion on the failures and
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limitations of our algorithm.

5.1 Quantitative Analysis

Table 1 summarizes the results from each step of
our procedure. The second column shows the num-
ber of total candidate phrases at every stage while
the last column shows how many test sentences,
out of 1382, still retain the target PETs in the list
of candidates at that stage. Note the paraphrasing
stage shows no changes as this stage is not meant
to reduce the list of PETs.

Stage # Candi-
dates

# Targets
Retained

Phrase Extraction 31348 1251
Phrase Filtering 10503 1198
Phrase Paraphrasing 10503 1198
Phrase Ranking 2728 725

Table 1: A summary of the subtasks in our algorithm,
along with the number of candidate phrases and PETs
that were retained after each.

The algorithm correctly identifies the target PET
in 725 sentences. Additionally, through human
evaluation, we find that it also identifies new non-
target PETs in the data. Out of the 725 PETs
deemed to have been successfully detected, 468
of them were ranked as the 1st place candidate,
while 257 were 2nd place. Overall, this gives us
a success rate of about 52.5%. Since there was
an average of 7.6 phrase candidates per sentence,
we calculate the chance of randomly selecting the
target to be one of the top two candidates to be
2 * (1/7.6) ≈ 26.3%. The sizable improvement
over this baseline — which doesn’t include new,
non-target PETs that were detected — leads us to
believe our results are significant.

5.2 Qualitative Analysis

Below, Table 1 includes an example of a correctly
identified target PET as well as a new PET that was
not annotated for in our test data. While the target
PET mentally disabled is identified as the second
top ranked phrase, we deem the first ranked phrase,
intoxicated person, to be a PET as well.

We include additional examples of sentences in
which the target PET was correctly identified as
a top two candidate phrase in Appendix B. Ap-
pendix C also showcases more new PETs that were
found - by human evaluation. We discuss instances

Sentence: in addition bats that are found in a
room with a person who can not reliably rule out
physical contact for example a sleeping person
a child a mentally disabled person or an intoxi-
cated person will need to be tested for rabies
Target PET: mentally disabled
ExtractedPhrases: [’in’, ’addition’, ’bats’,
’that’, ’are’, ’found’, ’in’, ’a’, ’room’,
’with’, ’a’, ’person_who’, ’can_not’, ’reliably’,
’rule_out’, ’physical_contact’, ’for’, ’example’,
’a’, ’sleeping’, ’person’, ’a’, ’child’, ’a’, ’men-
tally_disabled’, ’person’, ’or’, ’an’, ’intoxi-
cated_person’, ’will_need’, ’to’, ’be_tested’,
’for’, ’rabies’]
QualityPhrases: [’bats’, ’person_who’,
’can_not’, ’reliably’, ’physical_contact’, ’sleep-
ing’, ’person’, ’child’, ’mentally_disabled’,
’intoxicated_person’, ’be_tested’, ’rabies’]
RankedPhrases: [(’intoxicated person’,
2.898948520421982), (’mentally disabled’,
2.7745959013700485), (’rabies’,
2.036529041826725), (’physical con-
tact’, 1.7015496864914894), (’can
not’, 1.6931570619344711), (’sleep-
ing’, 1.267698973417282), (’per-
son’, 1.171182319521904), (’per-
son who’, 1.0447067320346832),
(’bats’, 0.9130769670009613), (’be
tested’, 0.864994041621685), (’reli-
ably’, 0.8625116124749184), (’child’,
0.23687118291854858)]

Table 2: Example of target PET ’mentally disabled’ as
second ranked phrase with new PET ’intoxicated person’
ranked first.

where our algorithm failed to detect a target PET
in the following section.

5.3 Failures
The output candidates may not include the target
PET for a couple of reasons: (1) it is not retained
from the phrase detection or topic filtering stages,
or (2) it produces a low sentiment or offensiveness
shift compared to other candidates. Notably, for
(1), we notice MWEs are sometimes not collocated
properly, either because they aren’t detected as a
common collocation (e.g., ’between’ and ’jobs’ are
never joined into a single phrase) or because they
are collocated with other terms (e.g., ’almost_lost’
and ’my_lunch’ are detected to be MWEs, but as
a result, not ’lost_my_lunch’). For (2), we notice
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that other candidates (polarized phrases or broad
nouns in particular) simply produce higher shifts
in all or most sentiment categories compared to the
target PET. (See Appendix D for more examples.)
As such, while simply computing the increases
in sentiment scores and prioritizing offensiveness
scores produces workable results for this proof of
concept, there is a clear need to experiment with
better methods for utilizing sentiment; this is left
to future experimentation.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our work is a proof of concept for finding PETs
in a given euphemistic sentence. While our algo-
rithm produces significant results, we recognize the
limitations of our work and propose the following
ideas for advancement of this specific task. Firstly,
we rely on the Gensim library for identifying multi-
word expressions and obtaining word embeddings,
but experimentation with different parameters and
techniques (e.g., using different phrase extraction
methods, different bigram scoring functions or con-
textualized word embeddings) may yield better re-
sults. Secondly, a mechanism for filtering each
candidate’s alternatives could help reduce the num-
ber of semantically dissimilar replacements during
the paraphrasing stage. Next, while we only use
aggregate increases in sentiment and offensiveness
scores for ranking candidates, a variety of other
methods (e.g., taking averages or maximums) and
measures (e.g., indirectness and vagueness) may
be useful for distinguishing PETs. Lastly, while
the task of differentiating literal versus euphemistic
usages of PETs is not a focus on this paper, our
algorithm shows some promise on the issue (see
Appendix E), and it is an important task that could
use future work; Appendix E also shows the perfor-
mance of our algorithm on unseen data.
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A Example Sentiment Shifts when Replacing PET Candidates

Below we illustrate the paraphrasing stage for two sample PETs (only showing the top 10 replacements for
each). Each replacement is listed along with the sentiment shifts it produces in the original sentence (of
which, only the increases are aggregated into a final score for the candidate). The five numbers indicate,
in order, the [negative, neutral, positive, non-offensive, offensive] sentiment shifts.

Example 1
Original Sentence: the city has told quite a few mistruths in order to get this city office approved
Target PET: mistruths
Top 10 Replacements:
half-truths [-0.04721798, 0.02886498, 0.018352773, -0.01894176, 0.018941715]
outright lies [0.5365411, -0.49552178, -0.041019425, -0.19229656, 0.1922966]
falsehoods [0.4495571, -0.4112787, -0.0382785, -0.117421865, 0.11742185]
untruths [0.15190402, -0.13002646, -0.021877721, -0.03839171, 0.03839159]
half truths [0.12055096, -0.11013514, -0.010415968, -0.029488266, 0.029488236]
blatant lies [0.58376455, -0.54074687, -0.04301778, -0.268206, 0.268206]
race-baiting [0.08099219, -0.06833702, -0.01265521, -0.05247575, 0.052475646]
spewing lies [0.5345895, -0.49333698, -0.041252725, -0.34204996, 0.34205]
lies and distortions [0.5648471, -0.5210455, -0.043801878, -0.15087801, 0.15087792]
fearmongering [0.12043443, -0.107453406, -0.012981113, -0.029256463, 0.029256403]
Comment: Note other potentially non-offensive alternatives like "half-truths" and "untruths" (which
sometimes result in greater shifts in non-offensiveness than this example), and literal interpretations like
"outright lies" and "lies and distortions" (which result in significant offensiveness shifts).

Example 2
Original Sentence: after deadly ethnic riots rocked southern kyrgyzstan last month one georgian minister
claimed that russia has been behind the ethnic cleansing of uzbeks
Target PET: ethnic cleansing
Top 10 Replacements:
genocide [0.022250175, -0.021986336, -0.00026384578, -0.017507195, 0.017507195]
collective punishment [-0.027520716, 0.026981518, 0.0005392225, 0.0048098564, -0.004809916]
apartheid [-0.00591588, 0.005712375, 0.000203504, 0.011624634, -0.011624634]
massacres [0.0055012107, -0.0054178983, -8.32919e-05, -0.004523158, 0.004523158]
israeli occupation [-0.019839048, 0.019360632, 0.00047835405, 0.039074123, -0.039074093]
islamic terrorism [-0.004287958, 0.0042657405, 2.238946e-05, -0.028740644, 0.028740555]
mass murder [0.021661818, -0.021403424, -0.00025822758, -0.08434576, 0.08434579]
sectarian conflict [-0.02048409, 0.020332336, 0.00015191245, 0.047309637, -0.047309637]
islamization [-0.035422206, 0.03482026, 0.00060210144, 0.027191758, -0.027191669]
foreign occupation [-0.018171906, 0.017809838, 0.0003620449, 0.04308176, -0.0430817]
Comment: Note the literal interpretations "genocide", "massacres" and "mass murder".
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B Examples of Successfully Detected PETs

Below are examples where our algorithm successfully detected the target PET. The output is as follows.
We identify a Target PET along with the sentence it belongs to. The first set of phrases, ExtractedPhrases,
are those retrieved through Phrases; after using word2vec to further filter phrases according to our topics,
we obtain our QualityPhrases; finally, we display our RankedPhrases where our candidate PETs appeared
in one of the top two rankings.

Example 1
Target PET: psychiatric hospital
Sentence: you may believe that if you have signed yourself voluntarily into a psychiatric hospital you can
sign yourself out and leave when you decide to do so
ExtractedPhrases: [’you_may’, ’believe_that’, ’if_you’, ’have’, ’signed’, ’yourself’, ’voluntarily’, ’into’,
’a’, ’psychiatric_hospital’, ’you_can’, ’sign’, ’yourself’, ’out’, ’and’, ’leave’, ’when_you’, ’decide’, ’to’,
’do’, ’so’]
QualityPhrases: [’believe_that’, ’if_you’, ’voluntarily’, ’psychiatric_hospital’, ’sign’, ’leave’,
’when_you’, ’decide’]
RankedPhrases: [(’psychiatric hospital’, 7.978855848312378), (’voluntarily’, 4.409763276576996),
(’sign’, 2.7386385649442673), (’if you’, 2.3423103243112564), (’believe that’, 1.915013164281845),
(’when you’, 1.7038534581661224), (’leave’, 1.6538356691598892), (’decide’, 1.548440158367157)]

Example 2
Target PET: armed conflict
Sentence: when this happens something of considerable legal significance does occur the law of armed
conflict begins to govern belligerent relations between the states
ExtractedPhrases: [’when’, ’this_happens’, ’something’, ’of’, ’considerable’, ’legal_significance’,
’does_occur’, ’the’, ’law’, ’of’, ’armed_conflict’, ’begins’, ’to’, ’govern’, ’belligerent’, ’relations_between’,
’the’, ’states’]
QualityPhrases: [’this_happens’, ’considerable’, ’legal_significance’, ’does_occur’, ’law’,
’armed_conflict’, ’govern’, ’belligerent’, ’relations_between’]
RankedPhrases: [(’legal significance’, 3.8234215676784515), (’armed conflict’, 3.674671307206154),
(’this happens’, 3.6536989957094193), (’belligerent’, 2.823164239525795), (’considerable’,
1.5059781521558762), (’govern’, 1.2904964834451675), (’does occur’, 1.1230540722608566), (’re-
lations between’, 0.7008794546127319), (’law’, 0.5298605561256409)]

Example 3
Target PET: pro-life
Sentence: however i am also a person who respects life in all of its forms and so i could also qualify as a
pro-life person
ExtractedPhrases: [’however_i_am’, ’also’, ’a’, ’person_who’, ’respects’, ’life’, ’in’, ’all’, ’of’,
’its_forms’, ’and’, ’so’, ’i_could’, ’also’, ’qualify_as’, ’a’, ’pro-life’, ’person’]
QualityPhrases: [’person_who’, ’life’, ’its_forms’, ’qualify_as’, ’pro-life’, ’person’]
RankedPhrases: [(’pro-life’, 14.923447516746819), (’person’, 4.519588744267821), (’qualify as’,
2.345528486184776), (’life’, 1.7386144306510687), (’its forms’, 1.536714962683618), (’person who’,
1.4028910771012306)]
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C Examples of New PETs Found

Since our algorithm works by placing a candidate PET in one of the top two rankings, we evaluated
the results and found that new PETs were found and correctly placed in top ranking positions. One of
the limitations of the Euphemism Corpus is that it only includes one annotated PET per sentence, our
algorithm shows potential to expand upon the annotations in the corpus to include the new PETs found.
We underline the new PETs in the examples below as well as provide our interpretations.

Example 1
Sentence: or acknowledge real-world trade-offs such as the strong likelihood of amount of of civilian
casualties if aq detainees were treated according to either geneva convention or uc criminal law standards
RankedPhrases: [(’civilian casualties’, 3.9511645138263702), (’criminal law’, 2.082954853773117),
(’trade-offs’, 2.0316174626350403), (’geneva convention’, 1.7544293403625488), (’acknowledge’,
1.5634678304195404), (’detainees were’, 1.2355359494686127), (’treated’, 1.2001541256904602), (’stan-
dards’, 0.8081734478473663)]
New PET: civilian casualties
Interpretation: the unintended deaths of civilians

Example 2
Sentence: pelosi says she was briefed by bush administration officials on the legal justification for using
waterboarding but that they never followed through on promises to inform her when they actually began
using enhanced interrogation techniques
RankedPhrases: [(’using waterboarding’, 6.236076384782791), (’enhanced interrogation techniques’,
3.640248477458954), (’she was’, 1.1687388718128204), (’legal justification’, 1.1285315454006195),
(’when they’, 0.9696991741657257)]
New PET: using waterboarding
Interpretation: a form of torture where a person is strapped down to a board and water is poured over
their face in a way that is similar to drowning

Example 3
Sentence: religious people often complain that secular therapists see their faith as a problem or a
symptom rather than as a conviction to be respected and incorporated into the therapeutic dialogue a
concern that is especially pronounced among the elderly and twentysomethings
RankedPhrases: [(’secular therapists’, 1.9648141264915466), (’especially pronounced’,
1.7061323672533035), (’among the elderly’, 1.6529535502195358), (’their faith’, 1.3943422138690948),
(’rather than’, 1.2891167849302292), (’concern’, 1.2376690953969955), (’religious people’,
0.9915256798267365), (’symptom’, 0.8965674340724945), (’therapeutic’, 0.8766119182109833),
(’twentysomethings’, 0.8552953451871872), (’be respected’, 0.5095183551311493), (’conviction’,
0.48858143389225006), (’dialogue’, 0.3565850257873535)]
New PET: secular therapists
Interpretation: a non-religious therapist who uses science based therapy methods
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D Examples of Failed Target PET Detection

The following examples show instances where our algorithm failed to correctly detect the target PET. We
include examples showing sentences in which our MWE extraction method failed to initially recognize a
PET as a phrase, and other examples showing where different words, such as action words, had a higher
ranking.

Example 1
Target PET: comfort women
Sentence: and what about the’ comfort women industry in israel that uses slavic women as sex slaves
RankedPhrases: [(’sex slaves’, 4.3283873945474625), (’slavic’, 3.69672554731369), (’women’,
1.4681523442268372), (’israel’, 1.3728241324424744), (’comfort’, 1.0837920159101486), (’industry’,
0.8285560309886932)]
Failure: The Target PET ’comfort women’ was never identified as a MWE, and thus could not be detected.
Additionally, polarized non-euphemisms like "sex slaves" are ranked higher as well as neutral candidates
such as "slavic" or "women". This is likely the result of highly polarized alternatives that produce a high
score.

Example 2
Target PET: correctional facility
Sentence: very few correctional facilities have formal vocational education programs that provide
offenders with marketable skills and assistance in employment planning
RankedPhrases:[(’offenders’, 3.9866801872849464), (’vocational education programs’,
2.453631855547428), (’very few’, 2.0981270894408226), (’correctional facilities’,
1.8522954508662224), (’marketable skills’, 1.2003385424613953), (’assistance’, 0.7983754873275757),
(’employment’, 0.5764055326581001), (’formal’, 0.4696378782391548)]
Failure: Here, again the Target PET was identified as a phase however the shift in sentiment was greater
for the other phrases in the sentence and thus it was not ranked in one of the top two spots.

Example 3
Target PET: pro-life
Sentence: finally i think many pro-life people are politically naive and are too willing to accept empty
promises
RankedPhrases: [(’politically naive’, 8.384997591376305), (’empty promises’, 4.581491872668266),
(’pro-life’, 4.001500993967056), (’people’, 3.438477225601673), (’i think’, 1.7039387673139572)]
Failure: We count this example as a failure as our Target PET is in third place; however, we believe both
of the top two candidates to be PETs.
Interpretation: politically naive: someone who has little knowledge and/or experience with politics and
empty promises: promises made that are never intended to be carried out

Example 4
Target PET: expecting
Sentence: i had stopped searching while we were expecting our second child because we were unable to
travel if called upon to candidate
RankedPhrases: [(’unable to travel’, 7.015634283423424), (’searching’, 1.7277799248695374), (’second
child’, 1.598520651459694), (’candidate’, 0.5451297163963318)]
Failure: The target PET is not a phrase candidate because it was incorrectly filtered out at the topic
filtering stage. This is likely the case because "expecting" is an otherwise common word.
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E New Applications

Below are a few examples where our algorithm shows promise for new applications. We test our algorithm
on sentences that are not in our corpus to see if it is able to detect PETs in unseen data. An example is
shown below:

Example 1
Sentence: i heard last week at her birthday party that she has a bun in the oven he whispered as he ate a
hot dog bun
RankedPhrases: [(’bun in the oven’, 5.764157593250275), (’hot dog bun’, 3.9777240827679634), (’he
whispered’, 3.6007840037345886), (’she has’, 2.2385976165533066), (’party’, 1.9190692454576492),
(’he ate’, 1.8731415495276451), (’her birthday’, 1.3221752345561981)]
New PET: bun in the oven
Interpretation: a baby in a belly; a pregnancy

Below, we show an example where our algorithm shows potential in distinguishing euphemistic versus
non-euphemistic usages of the same word. First, we show the output for a non-euphemistic sentence
containing a non-euphemistic usage of the PET dismissed:

Example 2
Sentence: the class is dismissed and we bow to each other expressing our gratitude for the shared
experience
RankedPhrases: [(’shared experience’, 3.9033331400714815), (’bow’, 3.663858987390995), (’each
other’, 2.1924624936655164), (’dismissed’, 1.9963299129158258), (’expressing’, 1.848377185408026),
(’class’, 0.9816022356972098)]
Interpretation: allowed to leave or disband

Now, we show the output for a sentence containing a euphemistic usage of dismissed. Note how
dismissed is now detected as a euphemism, as well as its higher sentiment score compared to the previous
example.

Example 3
Sentence: at nichols college outside worcester massachusetts a non-tenured professor who questioned the
leadership of the college president was summarily dismissed
RankedPhrases: [(’dismissed’, 5.921802910044789), (’was summarily’, 3.158419349696487),
(’worcester massachusetts’, 1.4444764871150255), (’college’, 1.196013430133462), (’non-tenured’,
1.1229130360297859), (’president’, 1.0259317518211901), (’leadership’, 1.0157726714387536)]
Interpretation: forced to leave a position; fired
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